
Germany’s most modern flight 
simulator opened for public

aviare

Starting now, everybody can take off in the heart of Berlin 
city: Since July 2013, aviare consult GmbH exclusively 
operates Germany’s first flight simulator based on a 
motion platform (full flight simulator devices excluded). 
Located in the center of Berlin, everybody can experience 
what it takes to fly an airliner.

The simulator, housed within a modernized hall, is available 
to all aviation enthusiastics interested. A personal flight 
experience is not mandatory. Included in one flight hour 
(EUR 179,-) are non-alcoholic drinks, a flight-related 
briefing as well as a briefing instructing the basic functions of the aircraft. Afterwards, the 
guest will be guided into the state-of-the-art cockpit of a Boeing 737-800. Our philosophy 
states, that every guest should have the effective time booked inside the cockpit (min. 
one hour). Under professional supervision by special trained staff, every flight is highly 
individualized following the needs and desires of the customer: No matter if a complete 
revenue flight or special approach and landing training, with more than 20.000 airports 
simulated worldwide, the customer has 
a huge variety to choose. On request, 
special emergency situations (i.e. 
smoke in the cockpit, engine failures, 
rapid decompression) can be simulated, 
too.

After takeoff, the customer will forget 
that he still has his feet on the ground: 
Due to the motion, the flight experience 
will become even more realistic! Feel 
the motion impact while steep turns 
or turbulences…you will think yourself 
into a 737 cockpit! Not for nothing, this 
simulator is used for professional pilot 
training also! 



Attending the customer, up to two guests can take 
a seat within the simulator for free! Outside the 
system, further up to five additional guests can 
following the flight through a big screen out of a 
comfortable lounge!

Apart from the full equipped simulator, aviare also offers 
a reduced 737NG single-seat-training device (“Jetstream”). 
Perfect adaptable for a first trial session into the fascina-
ting world of flight simulation, this device is available for 
booking for a real affordable price of EUR 49,- per hour. Due 
to its modulated construction, this device is mobile and can 
be also rented at your site! What about a real eye-catcher 
highlight for your next party or company incentive?!

Apart from single, hourly-based rents, aviare also offers to 
conduct whole events up to 35 persons. What about ha-
ving the party at our site, direct at our simulators?

Rates:
“Fun Flyer“ (60min Jetstream single seat trainer + briefing): 
EUR 49,-
“Basic Flyer“ (60min B737-800 simulator + briefing): 
EUR 179,-
“Pro Flyer” (120min B737-800 simulator + briefing): 
EUR 329,- (additional hours for EUR 139,- ea.)

Transportation:
U Wilmersdorfer Str. (U7)
S Savignyplatz (S5, S7 , S75)
Bus (101, M49, X34) 
We offer our visitors free parking at our site.

aviare

Contact,
booking request
and further information:

Kantstraße 132
D-10625 Berlin

info@aviare-consult.de
www.aviare-consult.de

aviare consult GmbH
Tel.: +49 (0) 30 / 37 30 23 70
Fax: +49 (0) 30 / 37 30 23 77


